
Trick Me 1071 

Chapter 1071: Work Hard together and face it together 

 

“Girl, things aren’t as simple as you think. I can’t let you take the risk. ” Huo Ting thought for a long time, 

but he still didn’t dare to let Xia Jinqi do such a dangerous thing. 

Hearing Huo Ting’s words, Xia Jinqi’s heart calmed down a lot “You’re the same as Yan Jun. You don’t 

want me to be involved, and you want to protect me. “But you’re the most important people in my life. 

How can I just watch as you’re in danger and do nothing “Erhuo, you asked me before if I came back for 

Yan Jun. I answered that I came back for him and for you. “At least, let me work hard with you guys and 

face it together. ” 

If Xia Jinqi didn’t have lego and was just an ordinary girl, she would have obediently listened to Yan Jun’s 

arrangements and hid behind the scenes, not giving them any trouble. 

But she had Lego, and she also had the ability to contend with Lu Yiming. 

Wouldn’t it be better to have an additional force to help them? 

Huo Ting felt a warmth in his heart when he heard this. After weighing it for a long time, he could only 

compromise in the end. “I know that even if I stop you from doing something that you’ve made up your 

mind to do, you’ll do it secretly. ” 

Xia Jinqi raised her eyebrows. Erhuo really understood her. 

Just like how Yan Jun didn’t let her come back, didn’t she also come back secretly? 

“Don’t worry. I’m already so old, don’t I know how to protect myself? Lu Yiming can’t do anything to me 

for the time being. I can use this time to secretly investigate his past. ” 

Huo Ting nodded. He looked back at the three Li brothers behind him and sighed regretfully “originally, I 

trained them so that they could protect you when necessary. With your personality, you dare to barge 

into any place and aren’t afraid of anything. How can you do that without a few capable people to 

protect you But who knew that Lu Yiming would actually recognize them. The army naturally couldn’t 

tolerate them. Now, they can only follow me back.” 

Hearing Huo Ting say this, Xia Jinqi frowned in confusion. “How did Lu Yiming know their identities? 

Wasn’t it Fang Shaoan’s father who helped to change the identities of the three of them? ” 

They could still be found even after changing their identities How powerful was Lu Yiming? 

“Lu Yiming also has a lot of spies in the army. ” Huo Ting didn’t think too much about it, thinking that it 

was an internal leak. 

However, Xia Jinqi was suspicious. 

Only a few people knew about their identities. 

Huo Ting, Yan Jun, Fang Shaoan, Fang Shaoan’s father… … 



They wouldn’t say anything about the first three. Could it be that Fang Shaoan’s father leaked the 

secret? 

Xia Jinqi thought about it and asked, “Erhuo, is Fang Shaoan’s father on the same side as you? ” 

“I think so. ” Huo Ting nodded. He had also heard from Yan Jun that the Fang family’s vote had been 

confirmed. 

” … ” Xia Jinqi no longer suspected that the Fang family had leaked the secret. She turned to look at the 

three Li brothers behind huo ting and suddenly became excited. “You just said that you want to give 

them to me? ” 

Needless to say, she quite admired the three Li brothers. They were all capable people. Where would 

she not like such people? 

“At first, I planned to, but now that Lu Yiming knows their identity, he is ready to kill them all. If they 

follow you, I’m afraid they will also suspect you. ” Huo Ting could not help but shake his head and sigh. 

Such a good hand was destroyed just like that. 

Xia Jinqi wasn’t afraid of trouble and said, “then let them follow me to Lego! Hiding here is even more 

dangerous. ” 

Chapter 1072: his little scheme had long been seen through 

 

Huo Ting was stunned. “But… ” 

“NO BUTS! ” Xia Jinqi cut him off and looked at the three Li brothers. “Are you willing to come with me? 

” 

The three Li brothers heard this and exchanged glances with each other before nodding. 

They knew that their identities had been exposed. If they continued to stay in the huo family, they 

would only implicate Huo Ting. 

They had heard of Lego’s reputation, so going there wasn’t considered a grievance. n--0𝓥𝑬𝗅𝐁In 

Seeing that they didn’t refuse, Xia Jinqi stood up happily. “If that’s the case, then it’s settled! ” 

“…”Huo Ting was dumbstruck. 

Although people were originally prepared for the girl, she was… … Too decisive ? ? 

He was still worried and pulled her back. “Girl, Lu Yiming recognized the three of them, you… ” 

“Can’t we just casually put on some makeup and wrap them up? ” Xia Jinqi’s answer was very simple. 

Huo Ting was speechless at her words. 

Speaking of cross-dressing, Xia Jinqi was already an experienced big shot. 

After disguising as a man, Lu Yiming didn’t notice it either… … 



Thinking of this, Huo Ting pinched the space between his eyebrows and looked back at the three Li 

brothers behind him. “after you go to Lego, you must be more careful. Don’t be recognized by others. 

Also, protect the girl well. ” 

“Don’t worry, chief! ” 

The three brothers immediately responded and saluted Huo Ting. 

They had been in the army for a long time, and they were tainted with the aura of a soldier. 

Seeing this, Huo Ting nodded and felt relieved. 

Xia Jinqi sat for a while and exchanged a few words with Huo Ting before leaving with the three Li 

brothers. 

Huo Ting, who had been able to speak kindly and be happy a moment ago, completely quieted down 

after Xia Jinqi left. 

He sat alone in the middle of the courtyard, no longer as leisurely as before. His body was hunched, and 

he looked extremely lonely. 

The silence in the courtyard added to the desolation. 

After an unknown amount of time, Grandfather Huo, who had watched the entire scene from behind, 

walked over and poked Huo Ting’s buttocks with his walking stick. 

Huo Ting suddenly came back to his senses. Seeing that his old man had come over, the lonely 

expression on his handsome face disappeared. He lazily laid back on the imperial armchair, chewed on 

some melon seeds, and pretended to be relaxed. “What are you doing? ” 

“Move! This is my chair! ” Grandfather Huo used his crutch to poke Huo Ting twice more. 

Huo Ting,”…” 

He could only obediently get up and sit on the small bench next to him. 

Who asked him to have a lower status? 

Who asked him to be a grandson… … 

Grandfather Huo sat back on his armchair in satisfaction and glanced at his useless grandson from the 

corner of his eyes. 

He had watched Huo Ting grow up. This kid had taken extra care of the Xia family’s little girl since he was 

young. When he grew up, the little girl would always grow up to be a little girl. His little thoughts had 

long been seen through. 

When Huo Ting was still young, grandfather huo also had the intention to make the Xia family’s little girl 

his. 

But before he could go and discuss this matter with Xia Jitian, the higher-ups gave the order and he was 

transferred far away. At the same time, he also took away the little devil of the family. 



Intentionally, this little devil had been causing trouble all day long. He was too lazy to care, so he directly 

threw her into the military camp. 

Who knew that after this separation, he and the Xia family’s little girl were completely separated by 

fate. 

When he returned, the Xia family’s little girl was already a wife. 

Huo Ting had never let go of his heart, and grandfather huo had always known about it. 

However, he had never mentioned it in front of Huo Ting. 

He was unwilling to reveal his grandson’s scars. 

Chapter 1073: You didn’t teach me how to let go of  

 

But now that he saw his grandson’s lonely look, he couldn’t let him go. 

He glanced at him again and said, “you’re not young anymore. When are you going to consider starting a 

family? ” 

Huo Ting stopped chewing on the melon seeds, his eyes slightly stifled. 

When grandfather huo saw him like this, he let out a long sigh again. “since you have nothing to do 

recently, I’ll arrange a blind date for you. You can go see a lady to relax. ” 

When he heard that his grandfather was going to arrange a blind date for him, Huo Ting’s mind 

immediately exploded. “I’m not going. I don’t want to get married yet. ” 

He could only pretend to be a girl in his heart. How could he have the mood to go on a blind date? 

Grandfather Huo immediately glared at him and poked him with his crutch again. “It’s fine if you don’t 

want to get married. Go and bring back a great-grandson for me! ” 

This time, Huo Ting didn’t dodge. He just stood rooted to the spot, allowing grandfather huo to poke 

him as much as he wanted. 

“Grandfather, I’ve listened to everything you’ve said since I was young. You asked me to take care of the 

girl more, so I played with her. You asked me to go to the army, so I left everything behind and stayed in 

the army for so many years. “If you want me to take over your position, I’ll listen to you. “But this time, I 

can’t promise you. ” 

Huo Ting lowered his eyes and said these words. His tone was unprecedentedly serious. 

Grandfather Huo had long known that he would say this. In the past, he didn’t care, but now it was 

different. 

If he continued to let huo ting go, this kid might really end up alone. 

Instead of doing this, he might as well force him to meet another girl. Only then would he forget about 

the Xia girl. 



He was destined not to get her. The more infatuated he was, the more painful it would be for him. 

“You’ve always listened to me since you were young. You have to listen to me this time! Secretary Liu’s 

granddaughter, the Wen family’s daughter, and the Su family’s daughter, go and meet them all! ” 

Grandfather Huo slapped his cane and shouted without any room for discussion. 

Huo Ting frowned even more and began to find reasons to reject him. “I’m already restricted in my 

movements. How can I go on a blind date? ” 

“They only said that they won’t let you out of Rao city. They didn’t say that they won’t let you out of 

your own house! ” Grandfather Huo sat up from the Armchair and looked at Huo Ting again “Look at you 

now, where is your manly attitude? If it’s yours, then grab it. If it’s not yours, then go with the wind! It’s 

not a big deal, why don’t you just put it down? ” 

With a SNORT, grandfather huo stood up and walked into the house. 

He didn’t continue to say anything else, but only said what he needed to say. 

The rest was for Huo Ting to figure out on his own. 

After grandfather huo left, Huo Ting lowered his eyes and smiled bitterly. “Why can’t you just put it 

down… yes, why can’t you just put it down? But GRANDPA, you didn’t teach me how to put it down… ” 

“…” 

Ling Yue waited for a long time at the back door of the Huo family’s courtyard before Xia Jinqi came out. 

“Chairman! ” She went up to greet him happily, but she saw three unfamiliar men following behind Xia 

Jinqi. She immediately became vigilant. “Who are they? ” 

Xia Jinqi smiled when she saw her like this. “Don’t be nervous, we’re all on the same side. ” 

“Oh… ” Ling Yue nodded, but she still carefully sized up the three people. 

One was relatively thin and weak, one was of medium build, and the other was relatively tall and strong. 

When Ling Yue looked at them, Li Jie also looked up at Ling Yue. 

When their eyes met, Ling Yue’s heart skipped a beat, and she hurriedly lowered her head. 

Xia Jinqi didn’t notice Ling Yue’s abnormality, so he called the three brothers to get into the nanny van. 

n𝚘𝒱𝑒-𝗅𝒷)1n 

The group then headed to Lego’s headquarters. 

Chapter 1074: The girl in was very fair and clean 

 

There were three men in the nanny van that was usually very spacious. It suddenly became crowded. 

Xia Jinqi sat in the front seat. She felt a little awkward in the car. She remembered that they didn’t know 

each other, so she introduced them. 



“This is Ling Yue, my personal assistant. She will arrange a place for you in a while. If you need anything, 

you can look for her. ” 

The three Li brothers also nodded. n/.𝔬--𝐕.-𝓮()𝑙-)𝑩--I.-n 

Xia Jinqi then introduced them to Ling Yue, “they are the three brothers. This is the eldest brother, Li Jie, 

the second brother, Li Kui, and the third brother, Li Hao. They are all very strong seeded players. ” 

“Hello. ” Ling Yue smiled and could not help but take another look at Li Jie. 

“Hello. ” Li Jie and Ling Yue looked at each other and replied. 

Then, Li Kui and Li Hao followed the words of their eldest brother and said, “hello. ” 

Ling Yue smiled awkwardly and did not dare to look at Li Jie anymore. Her face was inexplicably burning. 

She lowered her head and leaned on the side. Surprisingly, she spoke very little. 

After introducing each other, the car slowly quieted down. 

Xia Jinqi was thinking about Huo Ting’s words. She was absent-minded the entire way. 

As she walked, she actually fell asleep in a daze. 

Sigh, she had overworked herself last night. She was a little mentally exhausted. 

Ling Yue saw that she had fallen asleep, so she took a blanket from the side and covered her with it. 

Li Kui and Li Hao, on the other hand, were somewhat reclusive. They were indifferent to everything 

around them. After getting into the car, they began to close their eyes and doze off. 

Li Jie didn’t sleep. He looked sideways and saw that his two younger brothers were asleep. At the same 

time, he took off his jacket and covered his two younger brothers with it. 

He crossed his arms in front of his chest and leaned against the car. He narrowed his eyes slightly. 

The car, which had been driving slowly, suddenly swayed at this moment. 

Ling Yue sat on a more remote position. Her body swayed along with the car and she was thrown out in 

an instant. 

“Ah! ” She screamed in shock. She thought that she would fall to the ground this time. Who knew that a 

strong arm suddenly stretched out in front of her and instantly supported her. 

The car quickly stabilized. Ling Yue Meng raised her head, but she was caught off guard and crashed into 

a dark pool… … 

At that moment, her heart seemed to ripple. 

“Are you alright? ” Li Jie quickly held Ling Yue and asked casually. 

“I’m fine… ” Ling Yue regained her senses. 

Hearing her say that, Li Jie withdrew his hand and sat back in his seat. 



Ling Yue also leaned back and looked left and right. Only then did she realize that the chairman and the 

two brothers from the Li family were not awake. 

In this car, in the narrow space, only she and Li Jie were not asleep. 

Moreover, he had saved her just now. 

After thinking for a moment, she thanked Li Jie. “thank you. ” 

Li Jie didn’t say anything. He closed his eyes and pretended to sleep. 

“…”Ling Yue’s heart suddenly tightened when she saw his cold and emotionless expression. 

She withdrew her gaze embarrassedly and sighed softly. She pulled a blanket for Xia Jinqi and lowered 

her eyes to look through the information. 

However, she didn’t know that when she began to focus on looking through the information, Li Jie, who 

had been pretending to be asleep, half-closed his eyes and looked at her. 

His Gaze was calm and there was a hint of gentleness in it. It was different from any other time in the 

past. 

That girl was very fair and clean. 

Her eyelashes were very curly, and her lips were very moist. 

When she turned her body sideways to focus, from his angle, he could see her slender neck. It was white 

porcelain-like and very beautiful. 

When he saw it, he was actually fascinated and did not move away for a long time. 

Chapter 1075: Why did her heart beat faster all of a sudden? 

 

Ling Yue looked through some of huayu auction house’s recent information. She had almost finished 

reading and her shoulders were a little sore. She put down her laptop and stretched. 

Who knew that when she looked up, she would meet Li Jie’s deep gaze that was looking at her. 

Ling Yue’s body stiffened. She looked at Li Jie for two seconds before she realized that he couldn’t 

have… … been staring at her ? ? 

Her face suddenly became hot. Ling Yue hurriedly lowered her eyes and turned her head, pretending 

that she didn’t see anything. 

But… … Why did her heart suddenly beat faster ? ? 

HUFF… … She quietly took a deep breath, trying to adjust her heartbeat … 

At this moment, the car suddenly stopped. 

They were already at Lego. 

Xia Jinqi gradually woke up. She rubbed her eyes and looked at Ling Yue blankly. “Are we here? ” 



” … ” Ling Yue was stunned for a moment before she hurriedly replied, “yes, chairman. ” 

“Oh… ” Xia Jinqi nodded and looked at Ling Yue seriously. “Why is your face so red? Have you caught a 

cold? ” 

After being reminded by Xia Jinqi, Ling Yue hurriedly touched her face. It was indeed very hot! 

Her eyes were spinning rapidly. She subconsciously glanced at Li Jie, turned around, and rushed out of 

the car. “It’s too hot in the car! ” 

“Is it hot? ” Xia Jinqi pulled the blanket off her body and carefully felt it. Why did she still feel a little 

cold? 

“…” 

After getting out of the car, Ling Yue arranged accommodation for the three Li brothers. 

Ling Yue sent them over. 

After opening the door, she handed the three keys to the three brothers. 

“This is a large suite. You’re brothers, so it shouldn’t be a problem for you to live together, right? ” Ling 

Yue asked. 

“No problem. ” 

“No problem. ” 

Li Kui and Li Hao shook their heads. This was their first time coming to Lego, so they weren’t familiar 

with everywhere. They could take care of each other even if they lived together. 

Li Jie also looked at the room. Seeing that his two brothers were very satisfied, he said, “you two rest 

well here. Don’t wander around if you have nothing to do. It’s a special period now. ” n)/O𝗏𝔢𝒍𝒃1n 

“Big Brother, don’t worry. Second brother and I both like to stay at home. We won’t go there. We’ll just 

wait here for you to come back. ” Third Brother Li Hao patted second brother Li Kui’s shoulder and said, 

“don’t you agree, second brother? ” 

“Yes. Big Brother is alone outside. Be careful. ” Li Kui also nodded. 

Li Jie looked at his two younger brothers. Just as he was about to say something, he heard Ling Yue, who 

was beside him, ask in surprise, “you’re going out? The chairman said that you two should hide here 

temporarily. Don’t go anywhere. ” 

Li Jie turned to look at her and frowned. “take me to see her. ” 

“Uh, the chairman went to see the elders. If you have anything to tell me, I’ll pass on the message for 

you. ” Ling Yue’s answer was very official. After all, Xia Jinqi was also a busy person. She was not 

someone that anyone could meet just because they wanted to. 

However, Li Jie’s eyes darkened and his voice lowered. “take me to see her. ” 



The wording did not change. It was exactly the same as before, but the tone of his voice had changed. 

The look in his eyes had also changed. 

It was as if if Ling Yue still did not agree, he would immediately explode… … 

Ling Yue paused and immediately said, “alright, follow me. ” 

.. Her life was still more important. 

After Li Jie arranged for his two younger brothers, he followed Ling Yue to see Xia Jinqi. 

On the way, Ling Yue walked in front while Li Jie walked behind. 

One was careful and cautious, while the other was leisurely. 

When they reached Xia Jinqi’s office, they realized that the meeting inside had not ended yet. 

Chapter 1076: had never seen anyone stronger than her 

 

Ling Yue turned around and looked at Li Jie. “Let’s wait. The chairman is still busy. ” 

Li Jie nodded and did not say anything. He just leaned against the corridor and looked at the sky. 

He was very tall. His years of fitness and training had allowed him to maintain a strong and powerful 

body. His inverted triangle body was the envy of many people. 

Ling Yue accompanied him awkwardly and looked at him from time to time. After a long while, she took 

the initiative to strike up a conversation with him. 

“You’re so good to your two younger brothers. ” 

She couldn’t find any topics to talk about. She just remembered that he had covered her two younger 

brothers in the car and had patiently instructed them just now. 

Li Jie didn’t answer at the beginning. He just looked at the sky silently and didn’t turn his head to look at 

Ling Yue, as if he didn’t hear Ling Yue at all. 

This made Ling Yue extremely embarrassed… … 

The corner of her eyes twitched. Ling Yue turned around and was about to leave when she heard the 

person next to her say, “how long have you been by the chairman’s side? ” 

“… more than a year,”Ling Yue muttered. She didn’t know what he meant by asking this question … 

“What kind of person is the chairman? ” Li Jie asked again. 

Hearing this, Ling Yue roughly understood. 

He wanted to understand the chairman. 

Speaking of which, since the chairman brought these people back and arranged for them to stay, they 

should all be trustworthy. n𝑜𝓥𝔢/𝑙𝑏(1n 



Thus, Ling Yue said, “The chairman is a very brave and smart person. Don’t look at her age, but her 

ability is not small. The whole of Lego has been submissively treated by her. Even the group of old 

fogeys in Macau who think highly of themselves have no complaints against her.” 

Ling Yue Admired Xia Jinqi very much and even regarded her as her idol. 

“there were several times when the chairman was on the brink of life and death, but she gritted her 

teeth and persevered. I have never seen a person stronger than her… ” 

As she spoke, Ling Yue seemed to recall the time when Xia Jinqi was taken away by Xia Tianjiao and 

tortured until she almost lost her life. She still worked so hard to survive and was so strong to protect 

her children. 

At that time, the doctors were helpless and informed them to prepare for the funeral. However, Xia Jinqi 

gritted her teeth and miraculously survived. 

She was always able to do such difficult things. 

The chairman was really a magical person… … 

Looking at her, she felt as if she saw hope. 

She was so alive and so serious in her life. 

Li Jie was moved by Ling Yue’s words, and he had an idea. 

When Huo Ting trained the three brothers earlier, he had made it clear that he wanted them to protect 

someone in the future. 

However, it was only until today that he had truly met this person. 

However, he did not understand this person’s character, so he asked Ling Yue about it. 

Ling Yue did not say much before the meeting room behind her opened. 

A group of people walked out from inside. Only then did Ling Yue lead Li Jie into the room. “Let’s go. ” 

Xia Jinqi had just discussed the arrangements for the next few months with the elders. While she was 

rubbing her temples, she saw Ling Yue and Li Jie walk in. 

“What’s the matter? ” She raised her eyebrows and asked. 

Ling Yue did not answer. She only turned her head to look at Li Jie. 

Only then did Li Jie go forward and express his feelings to Xia Jinqi. “Chairman, I want to be your 

personal bodyguard. ” 

Xia Jinqi was stunned for a moment. She glanced at Ling Yue, but Ling Yue shook her head slightly, 

indicating that she did not quite understand what Li Jie meant. 

Seeing this, Xia Jinqi turned to look at Li Jie. “Why? ” 

“This is my responsibility, ” Li Jie said very straightforwardly. “since you’re willing to take us in, I should 

repay you. ” 



Chapter 1077: please accept him 

 

Previously, Huo Ting had also said that Xia Jinqi needed someone to protect her. 

Xia Jinqi was a little overwhelmed by the favor, but she smiled. “I appreciate your kindness, but Lu 

Yiming knows you. If you follow me, I’m afraid… ” 

“just disguise yourself. ” Li Jie still remembered what Xia Jinqi had said before. 

Xia Jinqi,”…” 

Wasn’t she just saying it casually… … taking the three of them away was actually mainly because she was 

afraid that Lu Yiming would use them as an excuse to make things difficult for Huo Ting … 

She had never thought of asking the three of them to work for her. 

Xia Jinqi did not express her opinion for a long time, so Li Jie thought that she was looking down on him. 

He said, “you should know that I have never lost to anyone in terms of skill. ” 

After saying this, he hesitated for a moment before saying, “except for chief Huo. ” 

Actually, Wang Mang had already fought with Li Jie once that day, and it had consumed more than half 

of his energy. 

When Huo Ting came, it could be considered that he had taken advantage of the situation to win against 

Li Jie. 

If Huo Ting and Li Jie had a fair duel, Li Jie might not have lost. 

However, Li Jie was willing to admit that he had lost because huo ting had given them a chance to live 

again. 

Therefore, when Huo Ting asked them to protect Xia Jinqi, they would use their lives to protect her. 

When Xia Jinqi heard Li Jie’s words, the smile on her lips gradually disappeared. 

She looked at Li Jie seriously. “You heard my conversation with Huo Ting. Lu Yiming is seizing the 

opportunity to kill me. If you follow me, you will always be in danger. ” 

If something really happened to her, she didn’t want to implicate the people around her. 

“I’M NOT AFRAID! ” Li Jie raised his neck, not caring about the dangers that Xia Jinqi had mentioned. 

For so many years, the three brothers had lived at the bottom of society. Which of the jobs they took 

were not for them to sell their lives? 

He was eating the rice on the tip of the knife. 

However, Xia Jinqi remained silent. 

Of course, she knew that it was best to have someone to protect her, especially a top-notch expert like 

Li Jie. 



But… … If one day, something really happened to Li Jie to protect her, what would she do ? ? 

Li Jie saw that Xia Jinqi had been hesitating, and he had no choice but to look sideways at Ling Yue and 

wink at her. 

Ling Yue understood and hesitated for a moment, but she still opened her mouth and said,”* * , Don’t 

you happen to lack someone to protect you? Why don’t you take him in?” 

“…”Xia Jinqi listened and then looked at Li Jie. 

She could see the seriousness and determination in his eyes. 

Repeatedly rejecting him made her seem unreasonable. 

Thinking of this, Xia Jinqi nodded. “Alright. ” 

Li Jie immediately revealed a look of joy. “Thank you * * * ! ” 

Xia Jinqi looked at the joy in his eyes with amusement. She then recalled that day at the Yan family, 

when Li Jie appeared in front of her for the first time as an assassin bought by Yan Qing, his eyes were 

filled with a ruthless killing intent, that world-destroying engulfment.. It was still fresh in her memory. 

However, she had only been with Huo Ting for a few months, and he had already become so humane. 

Humans were indeed animals that were suitable for living in groups. 

After recalling, Xia Jinqi looked at Ling Yue. “bring him down to change his clothes, and then… put on 

some makeup so that people won’t be able to recognize him. ” 

“okay * * . ” Ling Yue quickly nodded and left with Li Jie. 

In the past, when Xia Jinqi disguised as a man, it was Ling Yue who helped her. 

Come to think of it, Ling Yue was quite good at this. n𝑜𝓥𝔢/𝑙𝑏(1n 

She directly brought Li Jie to the dressing room downstairs. Ling Yue made him stand up straight and 

carefully looked at his overall outline. 

Chapter 1078: I want you 

 

“Most bodyguards wear black and white suits. They look more stylish. ” As she muttered, Ling Yue 

turned around and found a white shirt and a black suit jacket from the row of clothes behind her. She 

handed it to Li Jie and said, “go and try it on. ” 

Li Jie looked at the suit suspiciously, but he still took it to wear. 

After changing out, Ling Yue looked at it and shook her head. “It’s bigger. ” 

After saying that, she found a smaller suit for him. 

When Li Jie went in to change again, his brows were already slightly furrowed. 

However, he still endured it and went in to change without saying anything. 



This time, when he came out, the clothes fit him well. However, the collar of his shirt was pressed under 

his suit jacket and did not come out. 

Ling Yue smiled as she looked at him. “The collar did not come out. ” 

She went over and took the initiative to help him turn his collar. However, she realized that she was not 

tall enough, so she stood on her tiptoes and went over to help him. 

Because of her sudden approach, Li Jie’s body was obviously frozen. 

The fragrance of a girl instantly lingered in his nostrils. 

He looked down and could see her red lips that were close by. 

He did not know why, but looking at her like this, he suddenly felt that his throat was very dry, and the 

blood flow in his body accelerated. 

He was enduring the pain, but the girl retreated. 

The space in front of him suddenly became empty, and his heart also became a lot more empty. 

Ling Yue then pointed to the seat next to her. “come and sit, I’ll give you a concave shape. ” 

Once she started doing professional and fun things, Ling Yue became extremely serious, and she did not 

notice whether this man had been staring at her… … 

Li Jie obediently went over and sat down. Ling Yue then took out a fake beard and gestured at his face. 

“stick on the beard and add two moles. I shouldn’t be able to tell, ” Ling Yue muttered to herself. 

However, her hands didn’t stop moving, and very numbly, she stuck it on his face. 

Li Jie hadn’t been able to suppress his surging emotions from her approach just now. Now that she was 

so close to him, it was practically torture. 

A cold-blooded killer like him had been forced to live on his own since he was young. Other than taking 

care of his younger brother, he only earned money. He had never had a girlfriend, and he had never 

even had a woman. 

At this age, his blood was boiling and he could not control himself. 

He did not know how to fall in love either. It was just that out of his primitive instincts, he suddenly 

reached out and grabbed the slender waist of the woman in front of him, pulling her into his arms. 

Ling Yue was trying her best to find the angle for him to apply the big mole, but who knew that when 

she was not paying attention, he would suddenly make things difficult for her. When she turned around, 

she was already sitting on his lap! 

“What are you doing? ! ” Ling Yue questioned him loudly, struggling to get up. 

In the end, she heard a voice suddenly beside her ear, “I want you. ” 

Ling Yue,”…” 



She didn’t know if it was thunder outside, but all Ling Yue could hear was the rumbling of thunder. The 

thunder was so loud that she felt tender on the inside! 

“what… What did you say? ” 

She thought she had misheard him. After all, how could a normal person say something like that? 

Moreover, this was the first time she had met him today! ! ! 

Li Jie thought she really didn’t hear him, and he didn’t think that what he said was too abrupt, so he 

repeated it cleanly, “I want you. ” 

After he finished saying it once, Ling Yue finally heard it clearly. 

She looked at him in a daze, her eyes were blank, and her mouth was open in the shape of an O. . . … 

The makeup room suddenly became quiet.n𝗼𝓋𝓮(𝓁𝓑)1n 

Chapter 1079: No Eq, killing people 

 

It was so quiet that it was a little strange. 

After a long time, Ling Yue finally calmed down. 

She looked at Li Jie and suddenly smiled. 

Her smile was like a blossoming Lotus, extremely beautiful. 

Li Jie looked at her bright and beautiful smile, and his heart pounded wildly. It was the time when he fell 

for her… … 

Suddenly, there was a loud “PA! ” And a burning pain immediately came from Li Jie’s left face. 

Ling Yue gave him a very domineering slap on the face, then pried away his hand, stood up with a cold 

face, and left him with two words, “beast! ” 

Li Jie was left stunned. 

He touched his aching cheek, not understanding what he had done wrong? 

Without emotional intelligence, he wanted to kill someone. 

“…” 

Ling Yue huffed as she walked downstairs. She took a few deep breaths, but she was unable to calm 

down her emotions! 

“Damn it! Stinky Hooligan! AHHH! Why would my heart beat faster because of him? It’s just the first 

time we’ve met. Oh my God… I’m so angry, I’m so angry… ” n𝗼𝒱𝐞)𝗅𝐁/In 

As she cursed, she used her hands as a fan to fan herself. Ling Yue felt that her head must have been 

kicked by a donkey, which was why her heart beat faster towards that fellow! 



F * CK her heart beat faster! 

She must have had a heart attack just now! ! ! 

No, no, she had to find some time to go to the cardiovascular department for a checkup! ! ! 

“…” 

Later on, Xia Jinqi settled some of her daily matters when she returned to Lego and went to see Wen 

Qing. 

They had met briefly during the day. After that, when she was at work, she had been thinking, how 

could Wen Qing have suddenly lost her memory? 

Of course, it could also be that she had gone insane. 

Was her condition caused by those people from the auction house, or… Lu Yiming ? ? 

Could it be Lu Yiming’s doing? 

Thinking back to the auction that night, Lu Yiming had been guiding Yan Jun the whole time as if he 

knew what was going to happen. 

He was the first one to tell Yan Jun that Wen Qing was going to be auctioned. 

However, he couldn’t find any connection between Lu Yiming and the auction. This was really a 

headache. 

After thinking about it, she still felt that it was necessary to go see Wen Qing again and look for clues. 

In the end, when she entered the door, she saw Wen Qing maintaining the same posture as when she 

saw her in the morning. She bent her knees and leaned against the bay window, looking into the 

distance with an ethereal gaze. 

Xia Jinqi unconsciously slowed down her footsteps. After getting closer and closer, she finally spoke, 

“Miss Wen? ” 

Wen Qing did not turn around to look at Xia Jinqi. After she heard Xia Jinqi’s voice, she asked, “Yan Jun, 

is he really married? ” 

“…”Xia Jinqi was a little surprised. Could it be that she just sat here and thought about this question for 

an entire day? 

It made her heart ache. 

“Don’t you remember? ” Xia Jinqi softened her voice and sat opposite Wen Qing. 

Wen Qing was silent for a while, then she turned her head to look at Xia Jinqi. “Who are you? ” 

Xia Jinqi was wearing men’s clothes at the moment, and if Wen Qing really lost her memory, she 

probably wouldn’t remember her, so she said, “I’m Xia Tian. ” 

“Xia… God? ” Wen Qing frowned and looked at Xia Jinqi for a long time with a strange look in her eyes … 



Xia Jinqi felt uncomfortable under her stare. She wanted to leave, but she felt that she didn’t 

understand anything after coming here, so she felt a little wronged. 

Just as she was hesitating, Wen Qing’s face suddenly changed. She bared her teeth and pounced at her. 

“I’ll kill you! I’ll kill you! ” 

Xia Jinqi couldn’t dodge in time, and she grabbed her neck forcefully! 

Chapter 1080: must kill her to vent her anger! 

 

“COUGH! Let… let go! ” Xia Jinqi was shocked. She reached out to break Xia Jinqi’s hand, but she realized 

that she was extremely strong. It was as if she was determined to kill her ! ! 

“Kill… Kill Xia… ” Wen Qing’s eyes were bloodshot as she gripped Xia Jinqi’s neck with all her might. No 

matter how hard Xia Jinqi struggled, she refused to let go ! ! 

That fierce and terrifying gaze and gaze seemed to hate Xia Jinqi. She must kill her to vent her anger! 

Xia Jinqi felt the oxygen in her lungs begin to be squeezed dry bit by bit, and her vision turned dark. 

If this continued, Wen Qing would strangle her to death here, and no one outside would know! 

She let go of Wen Qing’s arm and tried her best to grab a vase beside her. n-(0𝒱𝞮𝐿𝒷In 

But the distance was too far. She stretched her hand out, but she still couldn’t reach it. 

“kill… ” Wen Qing was still grimacing, and her strength was getting stronger and stronger. 

Xia Jinqi was so short of oxygen that her vision was starting to double, and her hands were gradually 

losing strength. 

But she was still unwilling to give up. She desperately stretched out her hands, a little more, a little 

more… … 

Finally, she touched the bottom of the vase. The vase shook twice and fell to the ground with a whoosh, 

shattering into pieces! 

The sound was too sharp, and it reached the door in an instant! 

At that time, when Yan Jun came to pick up Xia Jinqi, he just happened to walk to the door and heard 

this sound. 

Li Jie and Yan Jun, who were guarding the outside, looked at each other. Both of them tensed up at the 

same time. They kicked open the door and saw the tragic scene inside! 

The fierce-looking Wen Qing grabbed Xia Jinqi’s neck with all her might, and Xia Jinqi no longer had the 

ability to struggle. 

Yan Jun’s deep pupils suddenly contracted. He rushed over with a big stride. Li Jie had already quickly 

put down his hand knife, and with a swoosh, it landed on the back of Wen Qing’s neck. 

Wen Qing immediately fainted, and her hand lost its strength. 



Xia Jinqi finally regained her freedom. Her body swayed, and she was about to fall! 

Yan Jun held her up and called her anxiously, “Ah Jin! Ah Jin! ” 

Xia Jinqi was still conscious. When she heard Yan Jun’s call, her strong desire to survive forced her to 

breathe hard. 

After a long while, she finally opened her eyes with much effort. 

Yan Jun saw that she had opened her eyes. His heart, which was in his throat, finally returned to his 

stomach. 

He pulled her into his arms and hugged her tightly. He gritted his teeth in fear. 

Just now, if it had been a little later… … 

If it had been a little later, he might have really lost her. 

As for Xia Jinqi, she looked around in a daze. After a long while, her vision finally became clear. 

“Yan Jun… ” She muttered and began to cough non-stop. 

After that, she almost thought that her life had come to an end… … 

“I’m here. ” Yan Jun gently patted her back and let her go a little. His large palm supported the side of 

her face. “Are you alright? ” 

Xia Jinqi shook her head and started to look for Wen Qing in the room again. 

Finally, she saw Wen Qing lying on the floor on the carpet. She frowned slightly and stared at Wen Qing 

in a daze. 

Wen Qing stared at her with her red eyes staring at the scene just now. She didn’t look like she had 

amnesia. She clearly hated Wen Qing to the core. 

Seeing that Xia Jinqi was fine, Li Jie heaved a sigh of relief. At the same time, he was a little surprised. 

He had just seen Xia Jinqi call the chairman Ah Jin, and he had also seen the two of them hugging each 

other. 

If it were two men, it would definitely not be like this. Then, there was only one truth. This chairman was 

actually Xia Jinqi pretending to be a man. 

 


